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What's hot in the Pro Shop?

 1 - 9 May1 - 9 May

Buy any pair of sunglasses and get a bottle of Luca Sunscreen for free

1 - 31st May1 - 31st May

Buy any 2 logo caps for only R599 

11 May only11 May only

Buy any luggage and receive 10% discount. 

10 - 20 May 10 - 20 May 

All you need combo

(Mint condition 2nd-hand balls, tees and divot tool for R 280-00)

While stocks lastWhile stocks last

Barlow Pass Jackets at R1999 and receive a free ahead cap or an Ahead Sun

Protection Skin
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Grey Jacket

 

Ease of movement, comfort, and breathability with weather protection. Our

most intelligent water-and wind-resistant technology performs when and

where you need it.

 

Was R1999. Now R999.

...and many more not to miss out on! Come and spoil yourself with some

outerwear before this winter really hits.

Mothers' Day specials/promotions:Mothers' Day specials/promotions:

- Ball promotion: Get 15% off any dozen of Callaway Supersoft, Srixon

Ultisoft or Srixon Soft Feel.

  



- Buy any full priced Daily Sports outfit (top+bottom)  and get 20% off the

sale.

- Get an additional 10% off on any ladies' marked-down clothing.

- Buy any 3 full priced ladies clothing items and only pay for 2! (cheapest

one is free)

- Buy any golf cap and only pay R80 for a selected divot tool.

- Buy an Emthunzini Hat for only R399 (save R100).

- Get 20% off any Rhode Island Golf Shirt.

Contact us for any enquiries.

Developing Touch

On or around the greenOn or around the green

Golfers with a good short game have a great control of distance and can

adjust easily to different speed greens.  Developing distance control is

pretty easy with sound technique and good practice sessions with feel

drills.

Feel Drills:  Feel resides in your sub-conscious mind.  

There are two keys for successful drills: 

1. Use three to six balls and hit each ball a different distance. 

2. Make several rehearsal strokes prior to each putt trying to feel the energy

needed. 
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An example is to place three balls on the same line at twenty, twenty-five

and thirty feet from the hole. Take your time and try to make each putt,

then repeat the process from different directions and lengths for uphill,

downhill and level putts.  Similar drills can be helpful for chipping and

pitching.

 

 

 EOGA at Arabella

EOGA keeps on working for you even during the winter months. Don’t miss

out! Pilates is essential in the training of a strong golfer and a members’

clinic to make sure your golf keeps on improving!



 

Everyone wants forgiveness
 

Take it where you need itTake it where you need it
 

If you describe yourself as a good or solid ball striker, these two shots still

provide you with different challenges. You don’t need forgiveness in your

irons on the short shot, but the longer #5 or #4 iron shot will test your skills

and consistency.

 



 

If you’re consistent throughout your set, then a better players iron (more

compact, possibly forged) is a great choice. If you start to lose consistency

in the mid-irons, then consider blending two iron models through your set.

A players iron for the shorter irons, and a more forgiving model for the mid

and longer irons.

 

 

The shorter irons can be compact

with a CoG that is a little higher, and

closer to the face, with limited launch

assistance.

 

The mid to longer irons can be a

different model: one that offers a

larger hitting zone and a little more

launch assistance.

 

 



Knock it down. Knock it
close.

 

 

Watch the Tour on TV and you’ll see a lot of players finishing like this on

wedge shots. It’s a clue that they’ve played a lower trajectory wedge shot.

They know its easier to control the distance they’re hitting their wedge if

they keep the ball on a lower trajectory.
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Want to make the most of opportunities and hit your wedge approach

shots close to the hole? Then learn this skill.

 

Easier control and more spinEasier control and more spin
 

You’ll hit your target distance easier. And the ball will have a ton of spin and

check really quickly. Then learn to hit lower flighted, higher spinning

wedge shots.
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Annette Pillay and is provided as a service

for the members and guests of Arabella Golf Shop and the customers of the Arabella Golf

Shop Pro Shop and has been supported and sponsored by advertisers in this mail and my

partner suppliers:

Cleveland | Srixon

To ensure delivery, please add arabella@greensidegolfer.retailtribenews.com to your

contacts. 
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